Atomic hydrogen is a very important constituent for processes ranging from cleaning oxide from GaAs and annealing amorphous silicon to the deposition of diamond. Because the usual techniques for measuring atomic fraction are either expensive and cumbersome to use, or unsuitable for application to highly dissociated hydrogen, a specially designed sensor was developed. Sensor design is based on a diffusion tube with noncatalytic walls, having one end open to the atom source and a catalytic closure at the other end. The sensor is simple and inexpensive to fabricate, and determining atom density is straightforward.
Introduction
There is continuing interest in the development and characterization of sources of highly dissociated hydrogen. Atomic hydrogen is an important constituent in several emerging technologies. For example, it is effective in the removal of oxide layers on GaAs surfaces1 and in the annealing of amorphous silicon films.2 It also plays a crucial role in thin film diamond deposition. 3 For characterization of atomic hydrogen sources in a production environment, a sensor is desired that is economical, easy to calibrate, and effective over a wide parameter range. A review of a variety of atom density or atom fraction measurement techniques revealed that they were either expensive and cumbersome to use or would not work properly in a highly dissociated hydrogen environment. This article introduces a sensor that avoids these shortcomings.
II. Sensor Design
Sensor design is based on the energy released through heterogeneous atom recombination at a highly catalytic (high recombination probability) surface.
This surface forms the closure to one end of a diffusion tube having noncatalytic (very low recombination probability) walls. The other end of the sensor tube is open to the atom source.
The steady-state recombination process at the catalytic surface can be described in terms of a power balance
P=AE,P@
where P is the net power input due to recombination, A is the surface area, E H is the bond energy of the hydrogen molecule = 7.16 x 10-19 J, P is the surface accommodation coefficient, and @ is the atom flux to the surface. The accommodation coefficient comes from the fact that only a fraction of the recombination energy is actually transferred to the surface with the rest tied up in the kinetic energy of the resultant molecule. Figure 1 is a schematic of the sensor design. The catalytic surface is actually one end of a thermally conducting rod located a distance L from the atomic hydrogen source along a cylindrical diffusion tube of radius R . The other end of the rod is anchored to a heat sink. The temperature difference measured by two thermocouples attached to the rod and separated by a distance Z is used to determine heat transfer along the rod and represents power deposited at the catalytic surface. The sensor is also designed so that no radial concentration gradients exist, and onedimensional (1-D) solutions to the applicable diffusion equation apply.
For first-order kinetics of atom recombination in weakly dissociated hydrogen, the flux is related to the atom concentration n at the surface bfl where y'is the recombination coefficient defined as the fraction of incident atoms that recombine, and v is the mean atom velocity.
For a highly dissociated hydrogen source, the fact that the rate of atom removal at the catalytic surface must equal twice the rate of molecule formation leads to highly nonlinear conditions in the diffusion tube. The solution to the applicable diffusion relationship5 is
w h e r e y is the dissociation fraction or ratio of atom to total density at the catalytic surface, and is the dissociation fraction at the source;
where 6' is a dimensionless parameter determined from sensor calibration. For a sufficiently long diffusion tube, the conditions of weak dissociation will exist at the catalytic surface. Equation 2 is then used to link Eqs. 1 and 4 to determine
Yo.
Sensor design is also influenced by the properties of diffusion tube materials.
Materials such as quartz and Pyrex are good candidates with each having a room temperature y = 2 x 10-3. However, y in each case has a nearly exponential dependence on temperature.6 Care must be taken to keep the walls from being thermally isolated because some thermal energy is always being deposited on the wall surface. Without active cooling, thermal runaway will occur until the walls become catalytic and compromise sensor results. See the calibration section for a discussion on verifying the noncatalytic character of the walls.
Experimental

A. Apparatus
As mentioned earlier the main elements of the sensor shown in Fig. 1 The circumference of the rod next to the catalytic surface is wrapped with Teflon ( y < Pyrex) tape to make that region noncatalytic and provide a good fit to the Pyrex tube wall.
The source of the atomic hydrogen is an inductively coupled plasma flow tube depicted in Fig. 2 . The flow tube is made of quartz and has a water jacket for cooling to prevent thermal runaway of y that would severely degrade atomic hydrogen output. Ultra-high-purity hydrogen is fed into one end of the discharge through a flow controller with a 200 sccm maximum flow rate.
Variable radio frequency (RF) power up to 2 kW is available to adjust the amount of atomic hydrogen seen by the sensor. The position of the sensor with respect to the flow tube output is also shown.
B. Method
Care was taken to red ce ndesirable heat losses to a negligible level so that Temperature data are taken at a fixed value of L of 2.0 cm (L/R = 8). This is large enough to ensure that the atom fraction is < 0.1 at the nickel rod for the highest expected dissociation value of the source.
The published values4 of y' and p for nickel are 0.2 and 0.82, respectively, and are constant over the temperature range of interest (<250 "C). Hence, the atom density local to the nickel surface is found from Eqs. (l), (2) , and (4) . The atom density at the entrance of the diffusion tube is then found by solving for YO in Eq. 3.
C. Calibration
Calibration of this sensor to find 6' involves using the solution to the 1-D diffusion equation with the assumption of weak dissociation that is given by6
Recalling that l/f is defined as n/no and rearranging terms shows that the relationship of no/n to L/R is a straight line with slope equal to the reciprocal of
6'.
The method for calibration is to operate the atom source in a weakly dissociated mode so that Eq. 5 applies at the sensor opening. These conditions are then held constant while the rod is moved to vary L. Power to the probe tip is calculated from Eq. 4 and an examination of Eqs. 1 and 2 shows that (Po/P) = (no/n) where Po is the value of power at the sensor opening. It is important to verify the linearity of these data. A data trend showing an increasing slope with increasing L/R indicates6 that the wall y is not << 1. This can be caused by surface contamination as well as by the thermal runaway effect described previously.
IV. Results and Discussion
Once calibrated, the sensor was positioned in the diffusion tube 2 cm from the H atom source. For each of the pressures used in the calibration procedure, temperature data were taken as a function of RF power. The basic agreement between this sensor and a mass spectrometer on a similar hydrogen dissociation source lends credence to the design and calibration methodologies presented above. Hence, it is believed that this sensor reasonably measures the atomic fraction in highly dissociated hydrogen over a wide range of parameters. In addition, it has the advantage over optical techniques of producing results directly without calibration to an absolute standard. It is also very economical to implement and should be much easier to implement than a mass spectrometer system. Lastly, it can be easily modified to measure dissociation fractions in oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine, and fluorine environments. 
